Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board and Lumina Foundation for Education
Minutes
Tuning Oversight Council for Engineering
October 15, 2010
10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Wyndham Garden Hotel and Conference Center
Executive Learning Center
Members Attending: April Andreas, Robin Autenreith, Klaus Bartels, Michael Casey, Roderick Crowder,
Dan Dimitriu, Saad Eways, Forrest Flocker, Tenerio Goodwin (student), Rafael Gutierrez, Sheryl Harris,
Tongdan Jin, Martin Knecht, Frank Lewis, Alan Morris, James Nelson, Pamela Obiomon, Mariano Olmos,
Tom Papagiannakis, John Pearce, Judy Perkins, Lynn Peterson, Kenneth Rainwater, Jamie Rogers, James
Sells, Bartlett Sheinberg, Mukul Shirvaikar, Bernard Smith, Vivek Tandon, Vijay Vaidyanathan, Benton
Wainscott (student), Sheldon Wang, Kathryn Wetzel, Robert Yuan, Victor Zaloom
Facilitators and other Attendees: Charlotte Biggerstaff, Kevin Corcoran, Reinold Cornelius, Harrison
Keller, Kevin Lemoine, Araceli Ortiz, Debbie Rodriguez, Mary Smith, Melinda Valdez-Ellis, and Michael
Volonnino

The morning portion of the meeting convened at 10:00 a.m.
Continental Breakfast, Welcome, and Review of Council Charges
Dr. James Nelson, chair, welcomed members to the meeting and requested a show of hands of those in
favor of holding future meetings at a conference center rather than at the coordinating board building. All
members indicating a preference were in favor. The Chair then shared national MAPS (Measures of
Academic Progress) data on the skills displayed by university juniors with respect to mathematics,
writing, and reading comprehension.
Approval of Summary Minutes from the July 30 Council Meeting
Dr. Nelson requested a motion to accept the minutes from the meeting on May 21. A motion was made
and seconded by members of the committee. No changes were suggested. Minutes were accepted
unanimously at 10:20 a.m. with no current attendees abstaining.
Council Discussion of Tuning Surveys
Dr. Nelson reiterated concern expressed by several university members regarding providing names and
email addresses of engineering advisory boards to the Coordinating Board for another survey, as these
are the same people being surveyed periodically by engineering departments to meet ABET
requirements. He mentioned that relationships with these people have been carefully nurtured, and that
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when the Coordinating Board makes the request, the dynamic is changed due to the perception of the
Board as a policy-making and “enforcement” body. He suggested to the group that university members
provide copies of their departments’ ABET employer surveys and the two most recent cycles of data, as
well as their educational objectives, to the Coordinating Board (CB) staff, and offered to assist CB staff in
analyzing the data and questions provided for comparison to questions on the Lumina employers’ survey.
He recommended that, once this analysis has occurred, if there are “holes” in the data, then committee
members will return to the committee to determine how best to fill those holes.
Dr. Sheryl Harris pointed out that community colleges are not required to do employer surveys regularly,
and that she felt colleges would have no problem sending links to the Lumina survey to their community
college advisory boards. She questioned, however, whether or not the employer surveys were relevant
for community colleges, as students are not hired directly from community colleges for careers in
engineering.
Dr. Judy Perkins asked for elaboration on how the information would be extrapolated from ABET surveys
if employers do not complete one Lumina survey. Dr. Nelson explained that the information requested
would include the educational objectives for what graduates would be able to do five years after
graduation, the educational outcomes (ABET A-K) supporting the skills expected at graduation, and the
employer information on Student Learning Outcomes. He then said that an individual comparison would
be made of the questions asked on the Lumina survey and on the individual institutions’ ABET surveys to
glean the information desired. Dr. Kevin Lemoine suggested that a “crosswalk” could be created to assist
in the comparison.
Dr. Smith directed members’ attention to the preliminary results of the student surveys, provided in
packets of materials. She reminded members that the goal of the four Lumina surveys (current student,
recent graduate, employers, and faculty members) was to ask identical questions of the different groups
to determine whether there are similarities or differences in the perceptions of the different groups. She
reminded the group that the requirements of the Lumina grant must be fulfilled, and asked whether or
not it was felt that this goal could be met without using the identical survey for employers through their
email information.
She noted the summary of the preliminary results, done by Melinda Valdez, and highlighted points of
interest. She also pointed out that surveys will remain available, and asked participants to continue to
work for IRB approvals on campuses that have not yet begun to survey their students. She asked
committee members to continue to encourage student participation in the surveys.
Dr. Victor Zaloom requested that he receive copies of the actual employer survey to use when he meets
with his advisory board at Lamar University face-to-face, so members can complete the survey at the
meeting. Dr. John Pearce stated that he felt this idea would be an excellent approach, as he fears his
board is “surveyed to death.”
Dr. Nelson recommended that, by November 30, 2010, all university and some community college
engineering departments administer the Lumina employer survey to their advisory boards, or provide
their most recent ABET employer survey, a point of contact, the actual survey instrument, and most
recent interpreted results to Mary Smith at the Coordinating Board. Sometime during the first two weeks
in December 2010, a smaller committee will pull together and interpret the results from both methods.
This information will be provided to the entire committee at a January 2011 meeting.
As a means of reporting on the tuning progress for individual disciplines, Dr. Nelson requested that each
chair provide a one-page communication of committee needs and progress. These can be emailed to
Debbie Rodriguez at the Coordinating Board as soon as possible. Gathering this information will help
chairs to plan for the remaining meeting in January, which is hoped to be the final face-to-face meeting
for finalizing deliverables on tuning.
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Prior to breaking into individual committees, Chair Nelson outlined the activities for the remainder of the
day. Committees will meet in individual breakout groups, continuing on through a working lunch. At 1:30
pm, community college members will convene in the Executive Learning Center to address and identify
problems and issues unique to their level. He stressed to all that by signing the articulation compact,
institutions are not agreeing to teach all courses; they are agreeing that whatever they are teaching will
be taught to the course description in the Academic Course Guide Manual (ACGM.) During the community
college meeting, university members will remain in their individual committee groups and continue
working to get information written down and refined in preparation for the final report.
Dr. Dan Dimitriu asked about having signed the transfer compact, as his institution has done so recently.
His concern centered upon new rules being issued by the Coordinating Board and whether this will cause
new issues to arise. Dr. Nelson pointed out that Mechanical Engineering is in a unique situation, as
courses have already been aligned for the compact. The committee is now working on tuning the
discipline, and other committees will move into the course-level work when tuning is completed. Much of
this work is already done for all committees due to the overlap in courses. At this point, 67% of Texas’
community Colleges have signed the compact. There have also been requests from private universities to
be allowed to sign. Dr. Nelson expressed his belief that this is changing higher education in Texas in a
very meaningful way, and will prove to be a significant help to students.
Dr. Smith requested that committee chairs and/or liaisons be prepared for a brief overview of current
group progress when the entire committee reconvenes after lunch.
Dr. Nelson adjourned the meeting to break-out sessions at 10:45 a.m.
Breakup into Discipline-Specific Committees
Members of each of the discipline-specific engineering committees met in four separate groups:


Tuning Committee for Mechanical Engineering (Blanco Room);



Tuning Committee for Electrical Engineering (Guadalupe Room);



Tuning Committee for Civil Engineering (Barton Creek Room); and



Tuning Committee for Industrial Engineering (San Gabriel Room).

Boxed lunches were served to provide time for a working lunch.
Afternoon Session
The full committee reconvened at 2:40 p.m. in the Executive Learning Center. The newest member of the
committee, student representative Benton Wainscott, was introduced as part of the Mechanical
Engineering committee.
Members were reminded to complete the meeting evaluation, and to include thoughts on LiveMeeting
software being used by committees between face-to-face meetings.
Discussion of Current Issues and Next Steps
Dr. Nelson recapped the discussion at the meeting of community college representatives. He expressed
their concern that universities do not always accept courses in transfer even though they are found in the
Texas Common Course Numbering System (TCCNS) and the Academic Course Guide Manual (ACGM.) He
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reminded members that signing the articulation agreement requires acceptance of those courses, and
that community colleges take very seriously their commitment to teaching courses according to the
requirements of the compact. He recommended that four-year universities must move toward improving
transferability of courses, particularly those included in the TCCNS.
Dr. Smith requested that each committee chair give a brief report of progress. Dr. Ken Rainwater, chair
of the Civil Engineering committee, expressed that the committee is on track and doing well, moving
toward completion of the tuning process. Dr. Pamela Obiomon (Rod Crowder?), chair of the Electrical
Engineering committee, shared that the committee has reached consensus on its program outcomes, and
that the process is working well. She said that there would be some final “tweaking” on the outcomes
which would then be sent to the group for approval. Dr. Sheldon Wang, chair of the Mechanical
Engineering committee, noted that the committee had mapped ABET outcomes into six levels of cognitive
domain. The committee had a good discussion, and will update they work in order to finalize the
document. Their next step will be to identify the expectations of community colleges and universities with
respect to ABET. He expressed that the committee values the contributions of its community college
members, and therefore did not go into anything new when the other meeting began. They worked to
finalize what had already been done when their committee split. Dr. Gutierrez of the Industrial
Engineering committee noted that the agreement has been signed at his campus. Andy Banerjee,
(Araceli?) co-chair of the Industrial Engineering Committee, reported that the committee had mapped the
six levels of outcomes and had discussions on 2- and 4-year graduates. The committee was working on
showing employment options for industrial engineers and expects to finalize their document in a matter
of days.
Adjournment
Members were asked for recommendations on a next meeting, to which most responded that a Friday
near the end of January would be best. A motion to adjourn the meeting was made and seconded at
2:55 p.m. The meeting was adjourned by Chair Nelson.
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